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ABSTRACT 
 

Somebody may intend to commit a  crime by himself, by the media he deems 

appropriate and here no problem arises problem  in that he is the actor of  crime, and the 

owner of the criminal project, but a person may turn to commit a crime without carrying it  

out by himself, but he pushes someone else with good faith or not competent to penalty, to 

commit this crime and the achievement of its constituent elements, so the committer of crime 

in this case is a person who was pushed to commit the crime in good faith as a result of 

incitement by the person in bad faith. Penal legislation in their respective positions ,did not 

take one line regarding the idea of the moral actor of  crime  and not on one frequency, there 

are those explicitly taking this idea and accountability of moral actor completely as  actor 

crime committed by himself or in association with others, so by doing  the acts constituting 

the corner material for this crime in order to reach the result, and there are penal legislation , 

which were  silent about the idea of moral actor, and  did not set out at the heart of it penal 

laws, as if leaving it to the judiciary to say its words  according to the circumstances and the 

circumstances surrounding the crime, and that there is confusion in the judgments of the 

judiciary comparative, as sometimes is the actor moral partner and sometimes other parented 

actor and sometimes sees as an instigator. Hence the special importance of the idea of the 

moral actor, in order to clarify the concept and its statement in comparative legislation, and 

stand on the position of comparative jurisprudence and the judiciary of this idea. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
   Actor theory appeared by 'Moral actor’ theory in German jurisprudence under the 

pressure of practical necessities, in two places: the first the narrow idea of the original actor, 

which was limited to the details of the user himself directly to the implementation of the 

crime. The second is the absolute subordination to the partner. 
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  According to this principle , the luck of the  partner  is associated with  the luck of the 

perpetrator, the  partner is not punished unless  the perpetrator  is responsible for the crime, 

for example, if the crime actor was  innocent , with goodwill - as a tool in the hands  of the 

moral actor - or is criminally  not responsible for his criminal incompetence (e.g. a madman), 

or for  lack of criminal intent, not criminally responsible partner, because he was  not 

effective, because  he did  not practice  the implementation of the crime and not as a partner 

because the responsibility depends on the active responsibility in accordance with the 

principle of absolute dependency.
1
 

  And  to  the treatment of non-logical results ,due to  this situation which  has remained  

for a long period of time ,in debates, it was necessary to resort to the theory of the moral 

actor, to fill a legislative vacuum, which led to the escape of some criminals from  

punishment. This theory was  relevant to what is prevalent in jurisprudence, of the idea of  

defining  the concept of the actor in the crime, and to  establish the link between the original 

contribution and dependency on the other side
2
, this generated two solutions: the first, the 

expansion of the idea of the principal perpetrator and considering that who used a person who 

is not criminally responsible actor predicate for the crime, and this solution was  taken by  the 

jurisprudence and the judiciary in Germany stated by Italian law explicitly Article (11),
3
 but 

this approach that was taken by the judiciary and the doctrine ,did not meet  acceptance  from  

the judiciary in France, where  they call for the idea that incitement is a  secondary  activity 

and follows the activity of the original  actor, with the abandonment of  the principle of 

subsidiary absolute partner, make this dependency constrained ,only it is  required  that the 

instigator  is to be an  illegal act , regardless of the extent of the responsibility of the actor, so 

that we can punish those who incited irresponsible or goodwill people.
4
  

Second, to abandon the principle of absolute subsidiary partner to the principle of 

restricted subsidiary  in which requires  only that the act itself is illegal, no matter how 

responsible actor is, which leads to the accountability of  partner, even if the actor  of the 

crime  was irresponsible and this solution was taken by jurisprudence and the judiciary in 

France.
5
 

In the absence of legislative text around the idea of moral actor  in majority of the 

legislation, which generates aspects of confusion during the work of the courts in the absence 

of texts that deal with this idea, which reflects the importance of research in the idea of moral 

actor, especially since the criminals resort to this method in committing the offense , and is 

one of the destination of the best ways favored by criminals to reach for the criminal purpose, 

for ease of implementation without leaving an impact to see the original actor of  this crime. 

The absence of legislations on moral actor of crime in the majority of the legislation, and its 

presence in other legislations, which means lighting the way for lawmakers need to represent 

the moral actor's crime of by a  legislative text, which provides the researcher and law staff of 

judges and lawyers issue of diligence, especially since diligence in criminal matters is 

surrounded by restrictions. This topic is particularly important to clarify the meaning of moral 

actor and  the  statement in comparison with the legislation introduced to the position of Arab 

and foreign jurisprudence of this class of criminals. 

Consequently we address this issue by clarifying the idea of moral actor and 

illustrative examples, i.e. we will  give examples  on  indirect perpetrator of the crime,  and 

about  crime actors, contributors and instigators , all this in order to indicate the legal roots of 

                                                             
1 Dr. Huda Gashoosh:"Explanation of Criminal  Law", General Section,2010,Egypt,p. 255 (in Arabic) 

2
 Dr. Fathi Sarour,” Intermediate in Criminal Law”,Part 1-General Section-edit. 1981,p.686 

3
 Dr.Fawzia,:" Original Contribution in Crime", PhD thesis ,Cairo, 1967,p.216(In Arabic) 

4
 Dr, Mohamed Said Namour,"Ibid,p.2 

5 Dr. Sarour, Ibid( in Arabic) 
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the idea of moral actor of the crime. Then we will turn to application and then we will move 

to the position of Legislation and Comparative Jurisprudence and the idea of the moral 

actor.                       

 
THE CONCEPT OF MORAL ACTOR  

 
Frequently we find many definitions of jurisprudence, to indicate what this idea is , 

which shed jurisprudence and justice together a long period of time.   

A side of Jurisprudence, defined it as "Any body who employed a criminally non- 

responsible person for the execution of a  crime, it is  assumed that the crime in this case, has 

two actors, one; an active actor of the execution of the crime ,without being criminally  

responsible , and the other  a moral actor employed the  first in  this implementation and was 

used as  a tool to achieve his  purpose,  employment is done either accidentally incitement or 

by assistance. "
6
 

Also known the idea ,was defined  as "one who employs another in implementation, 

so he is at  his hand as a tool assisting  in highlighting the elements that make up the crime 

comes  into existence."
7
 

And defined by another “Who enforces to the commission of a crime, an irresponsible 

person or helps him"
8
 

 Another aspect of Jurisprudence defined it as :"the moral actor , is that who commits 

the crime ,not by  his hand, but  by the hands  of others".
9
 

Another defined it as: “the one who does not commit the  crime by  itself, but he  uses 

and employs another  as a tool without  bothering  of implementation efforts, but  the benefit 

of crime comes back to him alone."
10

 

By tracking the jurisprudence definitions, we find that the idea of  moral actor, or 

actor through an intermediary or indirect actor of crime, as definitions, there is no 

jurisprudential dispute about them, despite the different terminology used by jurisprudence to 

define the moral actor, as they all feed into the idea, that the moral actor harnesses people not 

criminally responsible for the execution of the crime. This assumes that the crime -in this 

case – the presence of two actors, the first is the physical actor who carried out the crime, 

without being responsible of it, the second is the moral actor, who employed the first to do 

the implementation, and used him as a tool to achieve this purpose.
11

 This provocation is 

done either by incitement or assistance. 

Based on what is above , we can define  the moral actor as  "that who  harnesses  an 

innocent person of goodwill ,not  sinful or irresponsible criminally to commit a felony or a 

misdemeanor, without bothering to implement it by himself , so  he uses him , as a tool or a 

means, to achieve the  criminal goal  ". Moral actor committed the crime, but through another 

person
12

. 

                                                             
6 Dr. Sorour, Ibid, P. 686(in Arabic) 

7
 Dr. Mahmoud Najib Hussni,:" Explanation of Criminal Law-General Section", 2nd Vol. ,Al Halabi 

Publication,,3rd. ed.,p. 810 (in Arabic) 
8

 Dr. Fawzia Abd Al Satar,"Original Contribution in Crime- a comparitive study ", Cairo ,Nahda Arabia 

Pub..1967,p.339(in Arabic) 
9
“ Criminal Law- General Section”, University Publishings,2011,p. 251(in Arabic) Dr. Amin Mustafa 

Mohamed,( in Arabic) 
10

 Dr. Tilal Abu Afia,' Explanation of Criminal Law-General Section”, 2012, Thagafa Pub..Omman,p.489 

( in Arabic) 

 “ Nominal Provoker”, 2008,New University Pub., Alexandria, p.33," ( in Arabic) 
11

Dr. Nisreen Abd Al 

Hameed Nabeeh  
P. 810 ( in Arabic)12  Dr. Najeeb Mahmoud Hussni,Ibid, 
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On the basis of the concept of the moral actor in this image, the German jurisprudence 

of gave several images of the moral actor, these images include three cases:  

- First, the lack of mental element for the material actor. 

- Second, the legality of the act which the physical actor executed. 

- Third, the absence of private character or private intention for the physical actor. 

   To illustrate the idea of the moral actor , we shall give  these examples: That who  

seduces a non-distinctive child ,to  set fire in  the house of his enemy, that who gives  a 

madman a  bomb ,to through on gathering people., And the doctor who gives the bona fide 

nurse a medicine after ,after convincing her that it is good for the patient, she gives it to the 

patient and he  immediately dies . . And that who delivers a bag of drugs, to a specific person 

of goodwill, telling him that it is bag of clothes, and asks him to deliver it to someone. 

In these examples, the perpetrator of the physical act ,a  mere human tool  exploited by a  

moral actor ,to achieve his criminal purpose, so  we are  in the process of two  actors, one 

active carrying out the crime without being criminally  responsible , and the other a  moral 

actor , harnesses   the irresponsible to   implementation,
13

 in the sense that the crime occurred 

morally, by a  person who  stands behind people and exploits them to  carry out his  purpose 

,in a manner in which they  are merely tools and means of execution of the crime.
14

 

 

 THE REASONS FOR THE EMERGENCE OF THE THEORY OF MORAL ACTOR 

AND DISTINGUISH IT FROM THE IDEA OF ORIGINAL ACTOR AND 

CONTRIBUTION 

 
   In the absence of legislative text, the idea of the moral actor's crime, was and remains 

a matter of jurisprudential and judicial debate and discussion, some of whom supported the 

idea of the  moral, actor and some of them opposed it, and the criminal legislation did not go 

on the frequency and severity of the text on this crime, they differed in their positions in the 

face of the idea of the  moral actor, there is legislations explicitly state taking this idea and 

there is no mention of the moral actor in some texts , which will  be stated as follows. 

As we find  also  justification of  the search for the  idea  of moral actor through reality and 

legal logic, as if we neglected  the application and discussion of  this theory, that will  lea d to 

a  getting away of  a lot of criminals from punishment, citing that they did not commit  any of 

the components of the cornerstone material for the crime, we  even open them special door to 

practice their skills in criminality, by harnessing other people, taking advantage of their  weak 

psychological need  of those who can not report their own fate like a madman or non-distinct  

child , or an innocent person without  the minimum criminal intent, they will be led  to 

commit crimes, which they  do not know what is, and hence the  moral actor reaps  profits of 

the crime 
15

. 

  Therefore, the idea of moral actor, includes the absence of civil criminal in execution: 

like a madman, and the youngest, who has not attained distinction., As well as include the 

absence of criminal intent at committing, there is no available criminal responsibility for the 

intentional executer of the offense because of the absence of criminal intent, then it will be 

proved that this intent was available on the instigator of   act of crime or helped to do
16

. 

As the German jurisprudence was taking the theory of absolute dependency  of the partner, 

which required for the accountability  of the partner for doing , is to  be a criminally 

                                                             
13 Dr. Tilal Abu Affia,Ibid,p. 489 (in Arabic) 

14 Dr. Mohamed Sobhi Najm," Criminal Law- General Section", 2008, Thagafa Pub. Oman, P. 335 
15 Dr. Jalal Tharwat," Criminal Law-General Section", University Pub., Alexandria, 2012,p. 324 (in 

Arabic) 
16 Dr. Mahmoud Najib Hussni,Ibid ,P.318 (in Arabic) 
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responsible partner, which justifies us  to address the drawback that marred this theory to 

advocate the theory of moral actor , which was taken by German jurisprudence after the 

changed in  theory  of  absolute dependency launched in 1942, taking the relative  

dependency theory, which says that  partner should be  ask for the crime, even if the actor is 

not responsible for  reasons  related to him 
17

. 

  The Islamic Sharia considers  a direct crime partner offending, if the direct offender 

was a tool  in his hands ,and he drives him as  he likes, there is no dispute among the scholars 

on the report of this principle, but  they differ in its application, it harnesses of non-distinctive  

people or people of goodwill, to burn a house of an  enemy, he is then  an active direct  

offender of the crime, though if he did not  proceed with the physical act, that is what  Imam 

Malik, Shafi'i and Ahmad say
18

 , because he was a tool  driven by  the instigator , the way  he 

likes, but  in the view of Imam Abu Hanifa, it is not considered commanding directly only if 

his coercion  was by force , if the  matter  did not reach the degree of coercion , he is then  a 

partner of causing only, and not directly, and does not take direct rule
19

. 

 

And we can summarize the moral actor theory justifications, as follows: 

 

1. The face of a legal necessity 
The essence of this necessity is the   treatment of  narrow conception of the original 

actor in  German law, which is counting on that who  proceeded  the material base  of the of 

the crime
20

, so German Jurisprudence resorted to expand the concept of actor
21

 to include that 

who compels  another non-competent  criminally to commit a  crime, so he is considered  a 

moral actor of  the same crime. This is from one side; the other side is to fill the gap which 

arose in the absolute dependency theory of partnership. 

 German jurisprudence called for the idea of moral actor, so that the partner cannot get 

away from punishment, so the German legislator abandoned absolute dependency and 

introduced restrictive dependency, which punishes partner for the act. 

 
2. Indifference of the legislature towards the means of committing the crime  

legislature while putting the provisions of the law, did not care on the device 

committed by the offender except for rare cases prescribed by law
22

, he may uses his hands in 

the strangulation or uses a weapon to kill or uses poison to end the life of the victim .All these 

means, were not discussed by legislature and he just looked at the result achieved by the 

offender for prosecution, and it is equal to the legislator whether the offender commits a 

crime by an animal or inanimate
23

. 

 

3. ONE SIDE OF JURISPRUDENCE, CALLING FOR THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF 

CONSIDERING THE MORAL ACTOR, AS AN INSTIGATOR  
                                                             

17 Dr. Sorour, Ibid, P. 693(in Arabic) 
18 Dr. Abd El Gadir Owda," Islamic Criminal legislation Compared with Positive Law, Ibid, see alsoDr. 

Abd Al Jabar Hammed Al Hunais,” Crimes Committed by Persons in Saudi Legislation,2008,2
nd

. 

Ed.,Shugari Library,Riyadh,p.16(all in Arabic)  
19

 Dr. Owda, Ibid 
20 Jindi Abd Almalik," Criminal Encyclopedia ", vol. 1 <Dar Al Kutub, Egypt, vertebra 22, p. 690 (in 

Arabic) 
21

  Some people think that, we can implement this theory ,on crimes of  abstention, such as a positive 

activity of the actor ,which leads another person to obstinate of another good willed person to obstinate 

from committing a crime- Abd Muzhir,” Crime of abstention in Iraqi Law”, PhD thesis ,Bagdad 

University, Faculty of Law ,1987, p. 192  
22

 Dr. Mohamed Eed Garib,Ibid, vol. 1, 1994,p. 789 (in Arabic) 
23 Dr. Hussni, Ibid, p. 811 
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There is an e opinion that the activity  of the moral actor cannot legally be considered 

incitement, incitement from their point, is to  create the idea of crime in the mind which  was 

free from ,as broadcast of criminal design in  his mind
24

, which is in man criminally in 

charge, otherwise it will not lead to the creation of the idea of broadcasting and creating  a 

criminal design, for  lack of  ability to cognition "
25

 

  

DISTINGUISHING THE MORAL CRIME ACTOR FROM OTHER ACTORS AND 

PARTNERS, INSTIGATORS AND ACCOMPLICES 
 

Confusion arises between the idea of moral actor, among other legal concepts, which 

require us to show the boundaries between moral actor and the original actor, partner and 

instigator. Besides the normal form of the crime, which is achieved when the physical 

structure at the hands of one perpetrator , there is another model more complex ,located 

where that structure  is at the hands of more than one person ,who gather their  efforts and 

distribute roles, on the scene of the crime, a hypothesis which achieved criminal contribution  

or contribute to crime ,  and the difference between active actor  and moral actor
26

, that the 

physical actor
27

 commits himself  the act crime or part of it, but the moral actor does  not 

commit the  act constituting the offense himself, but, however by another, provided that the 

latter is not responsible criminally or  with  goodwill
28

, as the partner  is a shareholder with 

someone officially  criminal, and by the outside of the material side , and that was associated 

as an incitement or agreement to commit, or to assist in the commission, but the moral actor 

moves his will to commit the crime by harnessing the person  who is not responsible 

criminally or with  goodwill, it is also required in the criminal contribution,  due to the moral 

unity between the criminals and this does  not  exist  in the  instance of the moral actor of a 

crime
29

. 

  Jointly contribution in a crime means:  to commit a crime by several people, who 

distributed roles, including roles in order to commit, while the nature of the crime, can be 

done by any of them individually
30

. These shareholders may be involved all intentionally in  

committing  acts of physical components of a crime, and when one of them is  asked  he had 

committed the crime alone, as all  of them are original actives in the crime, as long as the 

availability of all to  have inadvertently participate in order to come into existence, and 

people may commit acts  which are not considered in themselves   as  acts constituting the 

material corner for the crime, but on the side of seriousness and importance that otherwise  

the original perpetrator could not  commit the  crime, as if a person interfered  and gave the 

original actor the weapon or tools or instructions which help to commit a crime
31

. 

Distinguishing between  moral actor, instigator and intervener Who is instigator?: 
incitement is  that a person, an agitator, pushes another to commit a crime, either  by 

                                                             
24 Dr. Mohamed Hanni Farahat," The theory of  incitement to crime", 1st. ed. 2013, Al Halabi, 

Beyrout,p.12(in Arabic) 
25 Dr. Gareeb, Ibid  505, p. 790 

26  Dr. Ali Abd Al Gadir Gahwaji,"Criminal Law- General Section", University Pub. ,p. 280 et. 
27
  It may happen that the physical c ommitter of the crime ,is himself  the victim : if a person  tempted a 

child to touch an electric wire ,the child does and dies .This person is considered a moral actor according 

to some laws, and a physical actor by other laws ,and this is according to casualty standard-Dr. Nammur 
28 Dr. Gareeb, ,Ibid,p. 748 

29
 Ibid 

30 Dr. Mahmoud Taha," Definition of Criminal Law" vol.2,p. 325 
31 Dr. Namour" Serial of Mouta for Researches and Studies ,Moral Actor, vol. 12,Maouta University 

,1997 
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broadcasting  the idea in his mind, or  strengthening one with  weak intention to commit a 

crime, or  by removing  the hesitation  that  marred its  commission. 

The majority of legislations did not specify the nature of the incitement as a means to 

participate, and legislations extract terms of incitement as means of analysis of the nature of 

participation, as a psychological activity, occurs impact on the doer   of the offense. These 

conditions relate to induced agitation and incitement and recipients who shop it is incitement. 

The incitement of the most dangerous criminal activities
32

, because the instigator often is the 

one who broadcasts  the sinful idea to commit the crime , and he is the planner and primarily 

responsible for implementation, and we find that the majority of the legislations proceeded to 

remove incitement from the scope of contributing to the crime, and the independent text on  

it, as did the  Jordanian legislator , if we look closer at the instigator, what might not  describe 

him  as an actor of  the crime ,because he  did  not contribute to its implementation, and does 

not justify saying that the collateral activity-induced for the original active crime, because 

agitator creates the criminal design in the mind of the actor . Legislator did  not consider 

incitement as an image which contributes  to dependency, but considered incitement as  an 

independent image of the criminal contribution  images, take the example of the Jordanian 

legislator as it defined to  us what is meant by  inciting and  the intervener ,and draw distinct  

boundaries to distinguish between them. 

Legislator defined incitement as: "The instigator is one who tries to carry another 

person to commit a crime, by giving him money or provide a gift or impact upon, by threat or 

deception and deceit or by taking advantage of influence or ill-use of function". 

 Jordanian law, and specifically in Article 80 of the Penal Code included the means of 

incitement in six means
33

: giving money or offering a gift or impact upon him by threat or 

deception and deceit or exploit or ill-use influence of the job. 

The apparent meaning of this text is that the Jordanian legislator text on these limited means 

exclusively, and not as examples, but we tend, to consider them as examples as, for example, 

as, e.g. in the provision of the Jordanian Court of Cassation,
34

 expansion of the interpretation 

of this text. 

The apparent meaning of this text, as it came in article 80, for example) that the 

Jordanian legislator text of this means limitation does not, for example, and this  supports us  

to consider these means  were, for example, which is ruled by the Jordanian  Court of 

Cassation,  and the expansion of this text also allows us to expand the horizon and into the 

crimes that may be committed by the moral perpetrator and closer to the idea of considering 

the moral actor instigator of the crime, which demonstrates that it does not harm the legislator 

to say  "or tried  to push  another person by any means whatsoever to  commit the crime, "as 

the Syrian legislature did and also  the Lebanese legislator in Article (261) to give  the 

significance of the text that came on the means but not limited to. If legislator wanted, he 

gives a text, if not he will be silent. 

And we find that the idea of incitement, stands on temptation to commit a crime to 

influence the person to commit the crime by using the means of incitement for example, and 

not exclusively. The moral actor is the perpetrator of the crime of incitement by such means 

as he looks to the criminal enterprise that project of another s commits to calculate on this 

                                                             
32 Instigation, through abstention, is a debatable matter- Sudanese Jurisdiction was clear in this point 

(Article 82/3)which considers i9nstigation through action or abstention   
33 There are some legislations, which do not put a condition of certain means, e.g. Lebanese legislation (Article 

217),Syrian (Article 216), and Egyptian, French and Italian. All these legislations did not care about the means, 

whether verbal ,written, by sign, threat or deceiving .What is important is that, means were positive-See :Dr. 

Abd Alrahman Tawfeeg, Ibid.p.344 
34

,It did not talk exclusively, but mentioned many examples .Decision of the court no. 1141/2000 ,dated 

20/3/2001,on page 483,Judicial Journal ,no.3 dated 1/1/2001 It decided, referring to article (80/إ) 
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other
35

.  

  Based on the previous offering, we find that the moral actor is a instigator of the 

crime, and incitement in  this sense is  the influence and temptation on the person in any way, 

if the crime occurred based on this effect, due to broadcast  of the criminal design in the mind 

of the executor 
36

. 

The legislature did not give us that it must be from the aspect  of the incitement ,he is 

competent  to bear criminal responsibility or he is  bad faith, and moral actor uses colorless 

eligible people   for the lack of perception ,as they are bona fide,  he is one of the worst 

offenders because he pushes  people who are not responsible and he is away from  attention, 

and accordingly . Incitor is the one who creates criminal Intent in the soul of actor
37

. 

   

- Extent to which the moral actor is the instigator of the crime  
Incitement to commit a crime, as mentioned, is the creation of the idea in the mind of 

the instigator, and directing his will to commit it, and pushing him to that effect by means 

stipulated by the law. The texts were general and  did not shorten the incitement of cases 

which  are  located a person fully qualified or ever with  sinful will, and  we understand, by  

the launch of the legislature text on this image to replace incitement whether people  were 

fully competent  ,or not-it is the same- if this person was  irresponsible or  lacks perception or 

discrimination , such as youngsters  or  mad people , or with  goodwill lacks  criminal intent, 

in general this text actor, we  find  that moral  actor in reality is only an instigator
38

.
39

 

 

Intervener in the crime  
The intervener in crime or contributor in crime, as one of the most powerful images 

and the embodiment of the concept of contribution in crime, according to this concept, the 

intervention in the crime contains all images and situations where a particular activity reaches 

the criminal activity. 

The majority of legislations did not define the   intervener in the crime but, its role 

was limited on mentioning cases. Intervener is called in Jurisprudence “accessory contributor 

in the crime, the Jordanian legislator has shown us the means of intervention in Article (80) / 

2 these means, were exclusive and not as examples
40

. 

The activity of the intervener relates mostly to the works not related to the material 

corner of the crime directly, meaning that it no longer works as executive for the crime, while 

in the case of moral actor, we find that the physical committer of   offense, was made without 

the knowledge or the criminal will with the help of an effective moral actor, through his 

work. 

 

- The extent of considering the moral actor, intervening in crime  
We note from the above difference between the moral actor and intervener in  crime, 

intervener who helps the original actor, is asked for his intervention, if there was the 

availability that he has meant crime or intended  to achieve the result, e.g. to give the  original 

actor  weapon or any other tools used in the commission of crime, or  to give him guidance 
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serving in the occurrence of these crimes  or resides in a place near the  crime  place to 

strengthen the deed of  actors to commit the crime , so  the intervener helps the  original 

actor, each has inadvertently  intention  in order to achieve the crime, the  moral actor uses 

people of good faith or non-official criminal to commit the crime , moral  actor derives  

criminality of himself  and conduct , while the intervener draws  his criminality  from a third 

party while he  is the principal perpetrator of the crime, and this is supposes an original 

reaction (crime) which should be punishable, and without the principal perpetrator 

committing the crime, otherwise we cannot imagine having intervener. I the opinion of Dr. 

Mahmud Najib Hosni: "and certainly moral actor cannot be considered intervening in 

crime.
41

” 

 

MORAL ACTOR OF THE CRIME IN LEGISLATION AND COMPARATIVE 

JURISPRUDENCE 
    

The creation of the idea of the moral actor, originated by jurisprudence, and on top of 

these scholars as we mentioned earlier are German jurists, and this theory spread in a lot of 

legislations, Arabic and foreign, and we find multiple applications in jurisprudence and the 

judiciary; Arabic and foreign, which we will look to in this chapter to stand on Jurisprudence 

and Legislation position and the judiciary of this idea. 

 

MORAL ACTOR THEORY IN COMPARATIVE LAW SECTION I 

 

Legislation which did not provide for the idea of moral actor in the Jordanian Penal 

Code  
we find that the legislator texted in the second chapter on criminal participation and 

defined the actor of the crime in Article (75), which is one of the most prominent article 

which gave into existence, the elements that make up the crime or directly contributed to the 

implementation. 

Then it showed  in the article (76) The concept of contribution , as stipulated by  

Jordanian legislator in Article (80) ,the concept of both the instigator and the intervener, as 

we mentioned earlier that, given the text, we find that at first glance that the Jordanian 

legislator text on these means exclusively and  not for example, but we tend to consider it as  

examples,
42

 as well as the direction of the Jordanian  Court of Cassation when it  ruled that "* 

reference to the article (80 / أ) of the Penal Code, reportedly by means of incitement did not 

respond to limited but received for examples  and just representation
43

. 

So by tracking these texts, we find that the Jordanian  legislator did not give us  any 

text on  the problem of moral actor , which remained a long period of time between  take and 

give ,and the  Jordanian legislator did not provide for them, as if to leave the matter to  

jurisprudence and the judiciary to say its word  on this issue, and I  argue so that if the 

legislature wanted the text to mention so special that the Jordanian legislator conducted an 

amendment to the Penal Code Law No. 8 for the year 2011 did not mention any amendments 

to these texts. 

As for the idea of  the moral actor, in the  Egyptian legislation: the text of the 

Egyptian legislature on the issue of participation of several people in one crime ,in Part IV of 
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the Penal Code
44

, and explained to us the concept of an active crime in Article (39), and as 

well as in Article 40  showed the concept of partner in crime, and showed us  as well in  

Article 42 judgment as to whether the crime  actor is  not punishable for the reason of 

permissible reasons or for lack of criminal intent or for other conditions of its own ,then 

legislator considered that  partner should be punished to the penalty provided for by law. 

There are those who  interpreted this text of  the Egyptian legislature considered the moral 

actor partner in crime , as he  incites  others to commit the  crime, which is one of the images 

of criminal contribution,
45

 and therefore the Egyptian legislature did  not resolve its  position 

towards  the idea of moral actor ,as it left  it between the opinion of a supporter of this idea 

and opinion  of  who opposed to this idea. 

It is no different from what was brought by Syrian legislator, as defined active 

actor  in Article (211), which is the very definition of Jordanian legislation, and we see that 

the definition which resorted by  the majority of legislation for the  moral actor , there were 

no such legislation determining the means by which can be resorted to the actor in the 

implementation of his crime is headed for in  to order to expand the concept to include actor 

who commits crimes  by his body, as well as that who  commits by a  tool ,whether it is a 

solid body or an animal or a man  not  worthy of criminal responsibility or  with goodwill
46

 

   And the s Syrian legislator says  in Article 218 ,who is considered  intervener  in 

crime
47

. So through the analysis of the above-mentioned texts, we did not find the text which 

settles the question of the moral actor in the Syrian legislation, to keep the problem without 

resolving, decision will give n jurisprudence and the judiciary. 

The situation is no different in Lebanese legislation as it did not acknowledge idea 

of moral actor in explicit provision as to the definition of the instigator in the Lebanese Penal 

Code (Article / 212) it does not have room for the idea of moral actor, because incitement 

cannot be imagined, unless that who faces the incitement is able to realize such act. The said 

text can accommodate the idea of moral actor as he is asked exactly as if he were an original 

actor for the crime.
48

" 

Section II: legislation which stipulated the idea of moral actor 
 The Iraqi legislature, going to the Penal Code with the legislative Number: 111, dated 

1969, we find that the Iraqi legislature, defined in Article 47, the concept of the actor by 

saying: 

The actor of the crime: 

1 - Who committed it alone or with others. 

2 - Contributed to the commission if it consisted of different acts and he deliberately stood up 

during the commission of the work of its constituents. 

3 – Who pushed by any means, another person on the implementation of the act constituting 

the offense, if that person was criminally irresponsible for any reason. 

We note that this article considered the actor as  a contributor to the original crime, 

but we find that the Iraqi legislature added a paragraph which is the third paragraph of the 

same article saying: (3 – who pushed by  any means  a person to  act constituting the offense, 

if that person is not criminally responsible for any reason), we find that the Iraqi legislature 
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resolved  the issue  of moral actor and we find that, according to this text , it considered the 

moral actor's crime an  original actor, and thus the legislature  in this text wanted to lookout 

for the  moral actor , and  was alert to the seriousness of the matter without  suspicion on  

certainty ,in a  person who led another  to commit the crime ,thinking that deed that not be  

punished  .So  the legislature intended to aware the  moral actor himself, by  this text, 

considering him criminal, the same as  the original actor. 

We also note the accuracy of Iraqi legislator, when he used the word "all who pushes” 

a broad meaning pushing contains all cases. 

As well as the legislature used the term "pushed by any means," as the legislator 

wanted to widely interpret the meaning of inciting. If someone has pushed others to commit a 

crime by any means, even if it did not reach the degree of agitation, that person is considered 

a moral actor.
49

 

Finally, the legislature did not enter to limit the reasons for non-responsibility, but 

launched the text saying "no responsibility for any reason whatsoever," perhaps the legislator 

wanted to do so to resolve any jurisprudential dispute or controversy revolving around the 

idea of moral actor, and we wish all the legislation go on and the pace of the Iraqi legislature 

in this issue. 

As for the Algerian legislator, it  has resolved the idea of moral actor, in a  clear and 

explicit text in the Algerian Penal Code, where Article / 45 stipulates that ,who pushes  a  

person not subject to penalty  because of his or described personal, to commit a punishable 

crime he is punished by the same penalties described , "The apparent meaning of the text, we 

find that the Algerian legislature , made in all the examples previously mentioned about the 

idea of moral actor ,in the text of Article (45) through the use of the term "who pushes a 

person   not subject to penalty  because of his or described personal characters " as Algerian 

legislature made  punishment of  crime, punishable as the  original  actor ,when said, "the 

penalties prescribed. " 

The idea of the moral actor in Sudanese legislation and by tracking legislative 

texts, we find that the Sudanese legislator returned by a special provision to  this idea in the 

new Penal Code and under the command of committing a crime and coercion on them, within 

the limits of Article 23,  by saying: By ordering a person  not qualified , or  with goodwill, 

committing an act which constitutes a crime, or pushes  people to commit such an act, is to be 

responsible about it, as if he had committed alone, and shall be punished by the penalty 

prescribed for that offense. 

Thus, we find that  Sudanese legislator adopted explicitly the idea of  moral actor and 

resolved every jurisprudential dispute is revolving in the matter, as it sees the legislature 

within the limits of the said article that uses innocent people either bug insanity or  of young 

age, or that this person is bona fide, the Sudanese legislator considered  him a partner not an 

actor , but if he used  an animal or a dog he is considered  active, and thus we find  the 

Sudanese legislator resolved  this issue, which was a problem for  the judiciary and gave us 

the best solutions, as stipulated in Article (23).
50

 

The Kuwaiti legislature  resolved moral actor when the text in Article 47 /  3 of the 

Kuwaiti Penal Code ,stipulates that: of the instigation of others to commit the crime, is an 

active he  gave  this incitement to  people not responsible criminally  or the people of 

goodwill, that is based on this crime of incitement. 

Moroccan legislator has proceeded on this approach because the Moroccan 

legislator resolved the idea of  moral actor, in Article 131 of the Criminal Code, saying "Who 
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pushes a non-punishable person, because of personal circumstances or described, to commit a 

crime, it is punishable by crime committed by this person”. 

Jurisprudence had  disagreed on what sparked  by this article ,some believed that the 

Moroccan legislature adopted  by this text the idea of moral actor, but it  elaborated it  in a 

big  scope, without justification,  some people had added mind contraindications punishment 

as well as induction of eligibility
51

, and the other opinion believes that the Moroccan 

legislator In this text did not want to raise the idea of moral actor, but left  it to the general 

rules
52

. and so the Moroccan legislator has marched on approach to legislation that resolves 

this issue, perhaps the legislator wanted to do so ,to resolve every jurisprudential dispute 

revolving around this idea, which shed jurisprudence and the judiciary together a long period 

of time
53

. 

The idea of the moral actor in the French legislation came the  French Penal Code, 

which became effective on the first of March 1994 by  new provisions on the contribution of 

criminal (De la responsabibite penale ) we must follow this to determine the position of the 

French legislation on this issue, it is by reference to the provisions of articles  (121 -1 to 7 (, 

these articles are  related to  criminal contribution 
54

 legislator has developed a definition of 

the  actor in Article (121 4). text in Article (121-6) on penalty  of a partner, and in Article (6-

121), we find This article has demonstrated the means to participate, we do not find that the 

French legislator differentiated  at the application of articles, between the case whether it one 

who  carried out the crime worthy of criminal responsibility or no , as there is no difference 

between whether Criminal Intent available or not available, who  incites non-competent  

people or goodwill to commit a crime or helps him, he is a partner in this crime
55

. 

We find that the French legislator pointed out in the article (121-6) to be a partner in crime 

within the meaning of Article 121-7 is punishable, as the actor
56

. 
57

  

The  partner was defined  in the same article  as that: who  helped or appointed or 

facilitates intentionally commit a crime through presents  or make promises, threats or use of 

influence or by arbitrary use of power ", and there are of the opinion that
58

 this selection will 

be that  the legislator has tended to the liability of a partner to help in terms of punishment, 

arguing that his sentence report is active as a crime, but it is not the same as the perpetrator 
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       Article 121-7    

Est complice d'un crime ou d'un délit la personne qui sciemment, par aide ou assistance, en a 

facilité la préparation ou la consommation. 

Est également complice la personne qui par don, promesse, menace, ordre, abus 

d'autorité ou de pouvoir aura provoqué à une infraction ou donné des instructions pour la 

commettre. 
56
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actor, in the sense that he is personally  independent and unimpaired by  conditions  of actor .. 

Based on the above, we reach to that the French considered "moral actor" of the crime 

L'auteur moral, or "intellectual actor" L'auteurintellectuel, is one of the aspects of 

incitement ProvocationComplicité par. 

With regard to German legislation, there is the opinion that 
59

some of this legislation 

has included recognition of an explicit theory of moral actor explicitly Article / 25/2 of it to 

be punished actor who commits a criminal act by himself or through another person, which 

means if the commission of a criminal act for a person commit such an act indirectly, so the 

actor is an actor is crime direct her as she pushed another person to commit. 

We also find the idea of moral actor stake in the English  legislation, which provides that the 

crime can be committed directly, as can be carried out by a person of good will, which is 

called the term " acquitted agent”, and is considered ,that anyone  incites people is a civil 

penalty or goodwill on an active commission of a crime of the first class to this crime,
60

 
61

and 

treated on the basis that  he is "the original actor and not just a partner, because there is no 

other actor assisting him to commit even, so we can  consider  him second-class actor
62

. 

As English law recognizes the theory of moral actor, the English jurisprudence and judiciary 

acknowledges this theory and takes it, that is an active moral actor, is an original actor of the 

crime and the prerequisite for taking the idea is that the actor is unaware of the criminal 

offense and capacity to do. 

The Italian Penal Code, did not differentiate between actors and partners in crime, as 

called them "contributors " and apply to all of them the penalty for the  crime, which 

contributed to the commission, and the text of the Italian Penal Code the article / 111, 

considered the situation carried out by the moral actor a  stressing reason for punishment , 

saying, "that  who prompted a person an irresponsible to  the commission of offense, because 

of the condition or status of a personal,  is asked  about the crime committed and his sentence 

will be hard ," It is clear from this text that the lack of responsibility or lack of punishment 

for the  executer of  physical crime,  does not precluding wrongfulness component to this 

crime”
63

. 

 

MORAL ACTOR THEORY OF CRIME IN COMPARATIVE JURISPRUDENCE 
 

     As for the theory of moral actor in  Jordanian Jurisprudence   it combines that the 

moral actor of  crime is itself actor, is mentioned in the article (75), because of their 

destination that the legislator ,when he defined  the actor said, is the  one who gave into 

existence the elements that make up the crime, or contributed directly to its  implementation, 

it is  not required that he  commits the crime himself , but conditioned that  he achieves a 

form of crime without regard to the way he behaved.ا In this opinion of Dr. Mohammed Said 

Nimur  "that the moral actor is an original actor and not an instigator, because incitement 

exists only to a person criminally responsible, and aware of what  he is asked  about criminal 

acts, and as a result to  that would result from such acts and the moral actor offense to that 

effect shall be guilty of it, because he is guilty of the act component of this crime (by others), 

and shall be punished as a result of the punishment prescribed for the crime that took place 

,i.e.  If there are consequences of the crime, the instigator  will be punished for this crime , 

and this punishment will be the same as that  of the actor. " 
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As Dr. Kamel  Al saeed see; that the text of Article 75 of the Penal Code did not 

distinguish whether the actor had been carried out the crime himself or through  others, and 

finds that even if the text of the Jordanian Penal Code  says that the instigator of independent 

actor and partner, but he  is not considered effective moral instigator, and on the other hand 

the Jordanian legislator did not count on the means of committing the crime, and given the 

physical act we find it in the same moral actor is  the physical actor and has the same criminal 

intent.
64

 

Dr. Abdel Rahman Tawfiq, says that "moral actor is himself the actor of who brought crime 

into being the elements that make up the crime, but the difference that the moral actor did it, 

not by himself or members of his body, but by others.
65

" 

And we disagree about these views, as we say, the moral actor is not as active as the 

original actor, since that article 75 of the Jordanian Penal Code identified cases where the 

offender is an active parented to understand the intent legislator that make the principal 

perpetrator of doing physical executive, while the moral actor does nothing, so he does not 

deserve the words of the actor. 

Moral  actor did not commit the  corner of the material of the crime with its  three 

elements; activity , result and  causal relationship, though ,so as  the offender will  not escape 

from punishment that meets  moral actor ,according to  Article 75 and other legislative texts 

in other countries, which stipulates an active crime, but the law does not know compliments 

The text may not download more than likely, if the legislator wanted something else  it would 

say it . 

As for the Egyptian legislator, he did not put a special text; this silence has led to a 

considerable Legislative controversy in the literature about the extent of the introduction of 

the theory of moral actor in the Egyptian Penal Code.
66

 When the Egyptian legislator defined 

in Article 40 the partner in crime, the legislature, in this case considered incitement as a 

means to participate in the crime, and this means is unrelated to activity of moral actor, 

because he is not a partner, because the partner acts as a secondary, unlike the actor who 

plays a key role. 

This view is advocated by the Seventh International Conference of the Penal Code in 

one of its recommendations, in which the conference ended by saying, "is an active proxy 

tempted to commit a crime by an irresponsible executer." 

As the majority of Egyptian jurisprudence  goes to reject the taking the idea of the 

moral actor in Egyptian legislation and ,considering him  a partner in crime, for them and 

their part in it, including the following: 

The Egyptian legislature has defined an active crime in Article (39), because of their 

destination that the legislator text identified the perpetrator as a person who commits the 

material corner alone for the crime, or with others if there is multiplicity of actors, provided 

that the offender may started  implementation, the moral actor does  not commit this material 

corner of the crime, and that his activity  stands only in  the extent of incitement to commit a 

crime
67

. 

  As the article (40) of the above made the crime of inciting a means of participation , 
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which means the moral actor in this article, and then nothing more than to be a partner in the 

inciting 
68

. 

The text of Article was general ,it did not  only include  incitement to cases which it is 

located on a person fully competent or with even  will, and  we understand from  the text that 

inciting people ,may be competent or not and therefore in the light of the launch of this text 

we do not hesitate involving  moral actor  legal ,as he is  in fact only inciting partner
69

 as that 

article (42) of the Penal Code contains a provision determining  the penalty  of the partner
70

,  

we conclude from it that the Egyptian legislator wanted the  moral actor to be  partner, not an 

actor, saying, "If the crime actor is not  punishable for the cause of permissibility or lack of 

criminal intent, or other situations of its own ,it is obligatory with that  to punish partner  

"This means that the direct actor or physical executer is  innocent, and there was 

someone else who pushed  to the implementation of the crime, this person will be in the eyes 

of the law  a partner. If the legislator wanted something else, we will have to ask why the 

Egyptian legislature used the term partner. The answer is that because the legislature did not 

want him to be an original actor 
71

 

And also what confirms the desire of the Egyptian legislature to abort the theory of 

moral actor and put it aside, is that the convergence between the texts that define indigenous 

cases contribute –from one hand- and those that allow committing crime by the actor through 

an intermediary -on the other hand. 

In the opinion of the scholar, Dr. Ahmed Fathi Sorour,: "We do not recognize the 

application of the theory of the actor through an intermediary in the Egyptian law for lack of 

interest and legal necessity, while the emergence of the theory of the moral actor, is due to 

the tightening of the idea of the principal perpetrator, and to the introduction of the theory of 

absolute metaphor of partner, and both reasons are not available in the Egyptian law
72

. 

As well as it is  incredible to say that  human is just a tool to commit the crime, but his  using  

the offender as something, which makes him  a tool pliable in the hands of the offender, and 

Dr. Ahmed Fathi Sorour, gives an  example, "to push somebody ,and he  falls, causing  

several injuries, he  is an active parented, in that it was not for prescription  of human person 

used in the commission of the offense any role where, as though like the other means that 

lend themselves to commit the crime and  are considered as  tools in reality , even if the law, 

did not care of that (like a madman or youngster
73

 ). Nor can never likened with means of 

crime or tools, but it was scrapping of his described mankind.
74

 " 

Despite the flimsy arguments made by opponents of the theory of moral actor and 

accuracy of a literal interpretation of the texts, but that there is the opinion that these 

arguments are not crucial in confirming that the Egyptian legislator to rejects the theory of 

the actor, considering him just a moral instigator to commit the crime. 

In contrast, those who oppose the idea of moral actor , there are those who find that it 

is not in the texts of the Egyptian Penal Code , which precludes the introduction of the theory 

oral, so that the logic of their destination requires that who compels someone else who is not 

eligible for criminal responsibility, such as youngster, or  crazy or not available to  criminal 
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intent with  goodwill, in the commission of the crime, an active and not a partner, because he 

is the mastermind and planner  to implement it
75

. 

Supporters of this idea also base to the general principles of criminal law, especially 

with regard to contributing to the crime, which does not differentiate between those who 

commit direct criminal activity is perpetrated by proxy because he does not count to the 

means 
76

, and that Article 40 considered incitement as  means of participation in the crime 

,and this means is  far from  the activity of the actor because he  is not moral partner , as 

partner  plays a secondary role ,unlike the actor who plays a key role in the crime.
77

 

In the view of Prof. Dr. Fawzia Abdul Sattar in favor of the theory of moral actor, they are 

consistent with the provisions of the Egyptian Penal Code, Article 39 does not preclude 

considering him effective because, if not required that the actor commits executive actions, 

except in the case of multiple actors, and this does not apply to the idea of moral actor, as the 

hypothesis is the existence of one actor.
78

 

As the arguments previously mentioned in the opinion pro and based on Articles 39 

and 42 do not confirm that  the Egyptian legislature does not endorse the theory of moral 

actor , since there is legally no difficulty in their application to the moral actor , he is the 

perpetrator of the crime 
79

and that the law does not differentiate between actors among those 

who have direct contact with the physical work and those who have contact with the physical 

work through an intermediary, when the medium lacks perception.
80

 

In the French jurisprudence As mentioned , French legislator  discussed provisions 

of  criminal contribution  in articles  mentioned above, namely, (121 - 1 to 7) did not mention 

the idea of moral actor in these texts, perhaps wanted to do so to leave the idea to the French 

jurisprudence and judiciary, French Jurisprudence defined  this idea, and from  examples 

driven by jurists on the moral actor, who uses others to commit a crime, modern 

interpretation of it, if the perpetrator of the physical act colorless civil or injured inhibitor of 

contraindications punishment boy irresponsible criminally to steal his father,  it is also the 

instigator of committing the following acts of incitement to publish articles containing 

slander towards public authorities and arouse hatred
81

, and incitement to publish an article 

ensures letters raises racial discrimination,
82

 and induction of the passenger car driver to skip 

the police checkpoint
83

, and inciting the workers in the laboratory setting fire in exchange for 

material benefit
84

. 

 

The Position of Judiciary towards the Moral Actor  
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By tracking the provisions of the Egyptian Court of Cassation, we find that they have 

not gone on a single frequency in the provisions issued by it, and we can demonstrate this, by 

taking examples from the famous old provisions: 

It ruled "if the author got false by someone doing counseling under the guidance of 

the accused, and he was  only a machine, the criminal responsibility lies on the accused, who 

is the real perpetrator of the crime
85

. 

It also ruled that: "That who puts poison in candy and sends it to the victim by a 

person of good faith is an original actor in the crime of attempted murder by poison.
86

" 

By tracking the provisions of these provisions, we find that the Court of Cassation took the 

idea of the moral actor in these provisions. 

It also ruled "that is active robber who took against one piaster , a lot of money t 

found by a little girl, because the little girl was only just a tool"
87

 

In the opinion of Dr. Ahmed Fathi Sorour, "If we analyze this incident, we find that 

the offender has committed himself to do the theft component of the crime of theft, he who 

took the money from the boy, who was holding out as a casual and he kept himself structure 

owned, this is not like the moral actor, because he  does not proceed by himself 
88

physical 

corner of the crime " 

In another ruling : " intense differences Standing between the accused and the victim 

and the multiplicity of insulting the victim of the accused and the infringement has been 

battered and insult  in the dignity and honor and because revealing her  sinful sexual relations 

and exposed her between her children and her family and neighbors ,she was fed up  and 

decided to get rid of the victim , so that bought entomological highly toxic pesticides to put it 

in his food or drink using  her daughter ... taking advantage of her young age and that the 

accused know that the insecticide, which bought it from the pharmacy cm mice of toxic gems 

that lead to the loss of the Spirit in the case and had what she wanted and achieve her  ends of 

the loss of the spirit victim ...
89

 

However, the Egyptian Court of Cassation , returned from its previous decision 

rejecting the provisions of the subsequent introduction of the idea of the moral actor as ruled 

"that who  dictates the public servant false statements ,the  employee  writes in the book 

prepared for that ,not knowing that it is untrue ,he is a partner in forging a significant impact 

of a goodwill public servant during in his job
90

. 

The Court considered the employee not  responsible for the crime of forgery 

committed by due to the goodwill, and refused to be thought of dictated data active for the 

crime, but considered him  just a partner
91

, and the doctrine justifies  that the court had 

considered making this third partner in the crime of forgery, with actor of  goodwill, and 

asked  partner ,despite the lack of accountability based on the actor restricted dependency 

theory taken by the legislature, as expressed in Article 42, which stipulates the responsibility 

of the partner if the actor is not responsible for special conditions
92

. 
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It also ruled "Since the appellant claims of the that he cannot instigate or assist 

defendants, who are unaware of their actions payoff that up accidentally incitement or 

assistance - unlike contribution by agreement - does not require convening of the will of the 

partner and principal perpetrator, it is not required to be an effective crime worthy of criminal 

responsibility or having criminal intent
93

. 

It also ruled that "Article 40 does not require the partner to have a direct relationship 

with the perpetrator of the crime, and everything had been an is to be a crime has actually 

occurred at the instigation to commit an act constituting her, or upon the agreement to 

commit with others whatever. .., equal in all this that be connected to actor: direct and far, 

through an intermediary.
94

  

It also ruled that, "the law settled between the actor and partner in the crime of 

kidnapping and is considered an active perpetrator parented whether committed by him or by 

others.
95

 

In the Syrian judiciary the Syrian Court of Cassation has ruled “who pushed a girl 

exceeding the age of omission of responsibility, which is seventh, to commit theft, is induced 

and not effective moral actor of theft.
96

 

In the Jordanian judiciary the Court of Cassation of Jordan ruled , "It is the result of 

the acts proceeding  for crime is intervening consequential if the perpetrator is lost to 

discrimination and the will, but if the perpetrator is was of  loss  of perception as if it were a 

child or an imbecile , there is no choice  it is then not within the scope of the theory of 

intervention accessory to the lack of corresponding two wills, but is considered the person 

who equipped to work in such an active case of the crime alone because he had reached to 

commit by man is completely in the governance of the machine 
97

". 

 It also ruled "If a person pushed another person to commit a crime of fraud ... shall be 

deemed an instigator of the crime of forgery, no partner ...
98

 

It also ruled "... is that the defendant ...  holding the betrayed and installed until the 

accused ... shot them  to death , have directly contributed to the crime to come into existence 

and is a partner in the murder ..."
99

. 

It also ruled "active criminal is the one who committed corner material for the crime 

of activity as a result of causal link associated with mental element of the offense, do not 

require contributing to the contribution creation activity physical latest result, contribution is 

expression expands to other acts is carried out by the corner of the material of the crime ...). 

By tracking these provisions, we find that the Jordanian judiciary, is  influenced by the views 

of the scholars of criminal law
100

 as Jordanian legislator aborted moral actor theory of the 
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provisions dictionary perhaps so he wanted to embrace the idea that the law settled between 

the means used by the offender in the commission of the crime, so that it does not 

differentiate between the means used by the offender in the commission of the crime, 

whatever the means used to achieve the sinful will is considered both from the point of view 

of the legislator, equal to this  to be a man of good faith means or folks to bear criminal 

responsibility, or animal  or anybody .
101

 

As for the French Judiciary,   we cannot find the theory of moral actor resonance in 

the French judiciary.
102

 Despite the fact that the French legislator had identified cases of 

contribution , and make it limited to incitement and assistance, 
103

and perhaps the legislator 

wanted to do so to ensure that no expansion of the judiciary in the definition of the actor, but 

the judiciary has come out for this standard. 

Pursuant to that it decided that  some contributors  in the crime have it, in spite of that 

they put the activity does not exceed the limits of contribution , and signed them punishment 

as actors, and spent considerably than used someone else's fault in knowing the true owner of 

things, an active predicate for the crime of theft, and spent that The original actor for the 

crime of theft, snatched the money lost someone else found him not only a tool in the hands 

of the defendant got lost its way on the  lost thing
104

. 

Through following  the opinion of the French jurists to the theory of the moral actor, 

we find that this idea was  not mentioned  only through the criminal texts contribute to the 

above-mentioned, because of the instigation to commit a crime, be a partner, even if he faced 

allegation of  inciting a youngster or goodwill
105

. 

But this did not prevent some of the  French of jurisprudence to say that the court 

rulings about the moral actor is an application of the theory of moral and actor in a situation 

where the physical way  of the crime is not only a tool in the hands of the instigator.
106

 

Based on the above, we reach that  the French are considered " moral actor " of the crime 

L'auteur moral, or " mental actor " L'auteur intellectuel, is one of the aspects of incitement 

Provocation Complicité par, and s Jurisprudence and the French judiciary, give us  

examples but not limited to, incitement to racial discrimination, hatred, violence, race, 

inciting workers to start a fire in exchange for material benefit, incitement to murder, 

incitement to non-payment of taxes ...
107

 This is what he knows of French jurists as follows: 
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.... L'idée est de punir celui que l'on appelle "l'auteur moral" ou "intellectuel". Celui-ci est 

généralement pris en considération sous l'angle de lacomplicité, bien qu'il soit le "cerveau" 

...
108

  

 In it, we find that the theory of the moral actor not find acceptable to the French, 

because of the instigation to commit crime to be a partner where, even if the face of the 

incitement colorless civil or goodwill, and keeps track of those provisions, we find that the 

provisions of the French judiciary about the moral actor is an application of the theory of the 

moral actor and in the case where the physical executer  of the crime is not only a tool in the 

hands of the instigator and thus is effective moral instigator of the crime, and not parented 

actor. 

We conclude by saying that the moral actor of the crime is an active instigator and not 

genuine because we found through research that penal laws varied, and scholars differed 

among themselves on defining the concept of 

The idea of a moral actor, and legal nature and its elements In the absence of text split 

Principles and troubled, the judiciary and the contradiction in the judgments of the judiciary, 

as sometimes considered comparative the moral partner and actor sometimes other parented 

actor and sometimes sees an instigator. And we found that many of the legislations did not 

speak openly about the subject of moral and who is the instigator can not be considered an 

active crime as an active crime is committed corner material for the crime of activity as a 

result of causal link associated with mental element of the crime. Therefore do not come out 

the idea of moral actor to impose that sheds actor moral people colorless eligibility or 

goodwill or any other reason to commit the crime and therefore be the instigator of the crime 

and not parented actor. 

 

And for the following reasons: 

 

1. The texts that dealt with incitement made it  a form of participation in the crime, and the 

text came general  old and absolute being released ,the  legislator  set incitement to cases 

which are  located on a person fully competent or not  which means he sits being  replaced 

inciting people full eligibility or with , goodwill or bad , and in general these texts we can 

take  the moral actor  as inciting partner. 

 

2. The text of articles 70 / Jordanian and40/ Egyptian stipulated that the person should work 

in executive physical work, and moral actor in this case does not do this, and thus is partner 

by inciting. 

 

3. Also the text of Article (86) of Jordanian law stipulates: "is not punishable as an actor or 

instigator or intervener, everyone who committed a deliberate act in a crime by a factor of 

wrong material if located on one of the constituent elements of the crime." As well as Article 

42 of the Egyptian Penal Code, "If an active  in crime is punishable for one of the reasons of  

permitting , or the lack of criminal intent or other situations of his  own  it is obliged, 

however, to punish partner" This means that if the committee  of the crime is not criminally 

responsible or negated  in him  criminal intent or fall  in the wrong material on one of the 

constituent elements of the offense, and there was someone else pushed him to the crime, 
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then that person is in the eyes of the law a form of criminal contribution, even if the 

legislature wanted to make him an active actor  ,it would not have used "partner". 

4. And in  return to the texts of the Jordanian Penal Code, specifically Article / 75 we find 

that the Jordanian legislator defined the  actor of  crime, as  "who led to  existence the 

elements that make up the crime or participated directly in the implementation", we find that 

we cannot throw moral  actor  of this text as an  original criminal  and the reason is that  that , 

the legislator assumed from the outset that give to  existence these elements that make up the 

crime is a sensible person intending to commit a crime ,and the insane is  not fit to be "actor 

of  crime" and therefore ,there is no way for the idea that the idea of moral actor as  an active 

actor  of the crime as the word "highlights" means that the actor highlights  the crime without 

the assistance of another person of goodwill or youngster is not responsible criminally, and 

therefore the  text cannot contain the idea of moral actor, because an active crime is 

committed corner material for the crime of activity and as a result, the association  of causally 

associated with mental element of the crime, which does not apply to the moral actor. 

Also man is not fit to be just a tool to commit crime only if the perpetrator used as a tool in 

his hand. 

 

5. The Jordanian legislator text on incitement has been provided for the means to incite but 

not limited to the evidence. The  Jordanian judiciary reference to the article (80 / A) of the 

Penal Code, reportedly by means of incitement did not respond to limited but received for 

examples  and representation only, which supports our idea  of the actor as moral instigator of 

the crime not actual  actor. 

 

That in the light of the confusion in the judgments of the comparative judiciary, 

because it  sometimes regards  the moral actor partner and at other times an active original 

and sometimes sees as an instigator, it does not hurt the legislation to  specify its position on 

the idea of  moral actor to intervene and resolve the dispute jurisprudence and judicial around 

this issue by providing an idea of the moral actor expressly for the crime at the heart of 

punitive legislation and specifically the Penal Code. 
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